
This is a 1976 Kawasaki Z900A4. We bought it off EBAY a few months ago to restore back to original condition but after 
much deliberation we decided to utilise some of its "custom features" to build an Eddie Lawson replica. It makes a change 

from all the original stuff that we normally do. Should be finished by October for the Classic show at Stafford.

Has you can see it is far from standard. It is fitted with CMA 3 spoke wheels, JMC swing arm, Koni shocks, Harris 4-1, 
K+N filters and a dead cool 70`s metal flake blue paintjob. Even the frame matches the paintwork! Groovy!!

Trev spent 3 hours stripping it down all the while mumbling on about how i had lost the plot! I told him to wait and see, it 
will be a master piece!!!

The previous owner had spent a fortune on paint and chrome and the bike runs really well.

He also spent quite a bit of time and money on the engine internals so we have decided not to strip it down but to clean it 
up and re-paint it in satin black with some finned engine covers that we have lying around.

A Lawson cut down seat, a headlamp fairing, a Kerker 4-1 exhaust, piggy back shocks and a slick Kawasaki green 
paintjob will complete the effect.

   

We will be using Dream MachineHYPERLINK "http://www.dream-machine.co.uk/"     to do the paintjob.

All the cycle parts including the wheels have been taken to our powder coaters: VANDEN

VANDEN, MANCHESTER ROAD, WESTHOUGHTON  TEL: 01942 818953

Friday 21st July:

I has a few spare hours today so i got the motor onto the stand, masked off a few of the parts and started to 
paint it satin black.

Trev is still not impressed but time will tell!! Once all the new bolts and covers are on it will look a lot better, 
Honest!!!

http://www.dream-machine.co.uk/


  

 



Wednesday 26th July:

I got the brake disc cleaned up today and painted the inner holders gold. They look really good.

I also put some of the polished bits onto the engine. These were cleaned by Steve Smethurst. I also have a polished 
sump plate to put on it just to break up the black-ness!! Not sure what to do about the cam cover, leave it black or polish 

it? 4 new inlet carb holder rubbers were also fitted.

 



Monday 31st July

Fitted the polished sump plate today and put the carbs on to see if there was too much black!

I decided there was, so i am going to get the tops and bottoms of the carbs polished. I used a spare set of 
28mm carbs from a Z1-R that we had that i knew were in very good condition. A set of power filters will be 

fitted rather than the original air box. The frame and other major parts are ready at Vanden, the powder 
coaters so i will be picking them up very soon. I also need to get SMD tyres to re-fit the tyres to the painted 

wheels.

 



Wednesday 2nd August:

Well we picked the frame up from VANDEN and the wheels and the other black powder coated parts but the gold swing 
arm is not ready yet, they need a few more days to finish it off.

I got the tyres put back onto the wheels at SMD and knocked out the old wheel bearings in readiness to put in the new 
ones. The rear wheel as 3 bearings in it, CMA were thoughtfull enough to realise that the sprocket side would take most 

of the bikes power so they fitted 2 bearings on this side.

  



Saturday 5th August:

I put the front wheel together today with the polished discs and the new bolts and tab washers. I have used the original 
front axel that came with the bike because i like the strange pike nuts that the previous owner had had made especially 

for the job, sad i know, but eh!!

I got the swing arm back as well, it looks really cool.

I put some of the black bits like the battery box onto the frame as well and also used a set of stainless allen 
headed engine mounting bolts that we sell here at Z-power.

I really need to get the motor into the frame before i do anything else to it but i keep putting it off, it weights a ton!! Trev 
is back off holiday next week so he can help me!

 



 



 

I also did a bit of work on the rear brake set up. The brake had been converted to disk brake so i have 
decided to keep this set-up. I think it was from a KZ1000 LTD model bit not 100% sure. Anyway it seems to 
fit and work ok. I have powder coated the rear pedal black and painted the inner part of the caliper bracket 

with wrinkle finish black paint leaving the edges chrome. I know it sounds tacky but it looks ok!

I re-zinced the original torque arm bolts, so these can be re-used. Not sure what to do about the caliper 
body? leave it chrome or paint it black?



  

I painted the bottom yoke gloss black and the top yoke gold to match the swing arm. I was going to paint the bottom 
fork legs gold as well but that might be too much gold, i will try them first and if i dont like them, then i will get them 

powder coated black. On the subject of the forks, i was going to leave them standard but fit Hagon progressive springs to 
help on the damping. I will be reversing the legs to mount the calipers behind them. Talking of calipers, i`ve not decided 

what to fit yet, standard or some after market 4 pot or even 6 pot.

That might seem a bit over the top so i will see what my budget allows! I already have one of our new 5/8 double disc 
master cylinders put to one side and i need to sort out some braided hoses. The trouble with upgrading the brakes on the 
early 900 models is that they become vastly over braked and the puny 36mm forks just cant cope with it, maybe i might 

just keep the originals?

A standard set of Z900 switchgear will be fitted along with the original wiring loom although i will be upgrading the 
regulater/rectifier to a more modern unit. I have a nice set of gold alloy handlebars ready to fit and some "superbike" 
sticky grips. The headlamp will be a stronger Cibie H4 Halogen unit and the tail light will be a standard oval Z1 unit.



 

 



Monday 7th August:

I put the new 35 teeth rear sprocket on the rear wheel today and bolted the rear disk on as well. Three new wheel 
bearings were fitted as well.

I also fitted the tail light to the number plate bracket and bolted it all to the rear fender. All looks ok so far.

 



 

Friday 11th August:

We started to get the motor prepared to put into the frame. The cam cover and top cam chain tensioner were 
removed to help not mark the top frame tubes when we man handle it in. It is always hard when the motor is 
in one lump but with a bit of care you can get away with minimal damage to the new paint on the frame. The 

other thing to watch are the exhaust studs, they can scratch the frame real bad.

Talking of the motor, i have put some polished covers on it now and it looks superb. I also finished the top 
cam cover off with black gloss instead of the satin finish that`s on the rest of the motor.

I also painted one of the fork lowers in gold to see what it looks like!

 umm, still not made my mind up!



 





Sunday 13th August:

Well Trev came down today and we did a bit of work on the bike. We managed to get the engine in the frame and bolt on 
a few other bits as well. We got the engine in the frame by lying the motor on it`s right side and placing the frame over 

it. All you need to do then is get a few mounting bolts into place and lift it back upright again. I have used this little cheat 
many times and saves all that grunting and back ache!!!

 



I have used small chrome rear footrest from the KLR650 which look quite good and fit onto the original brackets well. Not 
sure on the front ones yet, might use original items or maybe some anodised units.

I also put the top and bottom yoke on and fastened the gold handlebars to the top yoke and fitted the clutch lever 
assembly. Taper roller head bearings were used in the frame. I used a set of our stainless steel allen bolt fasteners for 

the yoke bolts.

I fitted a center stand to the frame but then realised that it wont fit once the braced swing arm is fitted!!

Never mind it can stay on for a while until i am ready to fit the swing arm.It will help when fitting other parts to the bike.

 



 

Most of the hard work is done now but i do have a few things to sort out, not least the holding bracket for the Kerker 
exhaust. Normally it would mount to the frame sub frame but this as been chopped off and the original Harris that was on 

it was bolted to a bent piece of metal that went under the bike to the main stand bracket. Maybe i can do something 
similar? I also need to contact Dream Machine to see when the green paintset is coming back? Next job is to get the 

carbs sorted and fit the electrics along with the swing arm and forks.

Tuesday 15th August:

We did a bit on the electrics today. I fitted the loom and the regulater and rectifier and the battery. I also fitted the 
ignition coils and then put the handlebars into place and attatched the switchgear, clutch lever assembly and front brake 

master cylinder. The clock bracket was also fitted although i have not decided which clocks to use yet.

I also fitted the rear brake pedal. I am having a new brake hose made up for the rear brake, so as soon as that appers i 
can get the rear master cylinder fitted. The frame as had a bracket welded onto it for the cylinder so i will need to sort 

out the fixing for it because i threw the old ones away because i did not reconize them!!!



 



 

I also got the chance to finish off the carbs with the polished tops and bottoms.

 



Monday 21st August:

Well i did quite a bit on the bike over the weekend.Trev came in and give me an hand on some of the more difficult parts 
like fitting the front section of the Kerker manifold. This is definately a two man job!

We also put the front wheel in loosely so that we could get the bike up on the main stand and measure up the rear 
mounting of the exhaust. I was going to fit the swing arm until i discovered that i had lost one of the races for the 

bearings! I will need to ring up JMC in liverpool to sort one out. (http://www.swingarm.com/)

So instead i loosely put the arm into place so that i could make sure that the exhaust mounting bracket that we have to 
make will clear it ok. I also put one of the rear shocks into place to make sure that was ok as well.

I more or less finished of the electrics, then i realised there was no mounting bracket for a horn! Normally it fits under 
the headstock but this modified strenghtend frame had no provisions for it. So i ended up mounting it to the battery box 
under the seat running some wires up to the switchgear. Then i realised that the alloy handlebars would not allow the 

switchgear to earth out so i ended up replacing them with a set of Z650 chrome items!!

While i was on a roll,  i fitted the alloy headlamp brackets and the power filters on the back of the recently fitted carbs.

I also fitted a tiny oil pressure gauge to the right side of the motor that i bought off EBAY. Trev thinks it looks a bit naff 
but i think it looks good!

 

http://www.swingarm.com/


Once the battery was conected i turned the motor over on the starter to make sure this was working ok. Everything 
seems ok.

Next job is to sort out the headlamp, indicators and tail light.

Dream machine are due back this week with the paintwork.











Thursday 31st August:

Well we have done quite a bit to the bike this week. The bearing came from JMC so i fitted the swing arm to the frame. I 
finished off the fittings of the indicators and tail light and Fred, our next door neighbour, made the mounting bracket for 

the Kerker exhaust.

The inner rear fender was fitted as was the front footrest. I used the KLR650 footrest on the front like what we used on 
the rear. The paintwork as still not come back from Dream Machine yet, i will have to ring them to see what the problem 

is!

I put together the rear wheel with the axel and concentric adjusters in readiness to fit to the swing arm.

After much thought i decided to paint the caliper bodies satin black. Once these were dry i fitted new pistons, pads and 
seal kits to them. Tony at Pitstop motorcycles (01942 864864) is in the process of making me up some new braided 

brake hoses. These should be done this week.

I also took a look at the fitting of the headlamp fairing and i think i will have to knock up some extra brackets to make it 
fit. The fairing will need a few holes drilled into it but i am reluctant to do this until i have the headlamp and clocks 

finished off.













Friday 1st September:

Got the swing arm finished today and then i put the rear wheel into place. When i came to fitting the Ohlin shocks i 
realised that they were hitting the torque arm bolt on the left side and the new gold chain on the right side. This was 

solved with a couple of spacers which moved them out 5mm. I may need to modify the chain gaurd now as well!!

Once the gold chain was fitted then i could fit the sprocket cover and the starter motor cover. A new clutch cable was also 
fitted.Then i fitted the gear change pedal and the right side footrest.

 I also got around to finishing off the clocks with new chrome covers although you wont see much of them once the 
fairing is fitted. Talking of which, i intend to get the drill out later and drill some holes!!!!!!









Sunday 3rd September:

I finally drumed up the courage to begin to mount the fairing today!!!

I only drilled two 6mm holes at first to mount it to the headlamp bolts. This will hold it in place until i can determine the 
final fastening mounts.

This fairing is a GPZ/Z1100R replica unit that we sell here at Z-power.











I also had a go at fixing the chain gaurd into place but for some strange reason it will not fit without fouling the chain??? 
Trev stripped this bike for me so i never actually saw the original gaurd in place but i cant think why it wont fit now, 

unless the new chain is much bigger than the one that came off it? I think the axe-saw may be required!!!!

So instead i fitted the rear brake hose and set about finding some holding brackets from stock that will hold the brake 
line away from the swing arm.

Thursday 7th September:

I got the brake hoses today so i can get around to fitting them and sorting out some clamps to hold them 
away from the forks and fender. I also finally fitted the Kerker end section to the bracket that we made. Also 

i fitted the chain gaurd but it still needs a bit more tweaking!!









Dream machine have promised the paintwork this work but there is only friday left of the week and still no 
sign!!!!

Friday 8th September:

Well no sign of Dream Machine with the paintwork!!! It had better be a good job when they finally bring it 
back, they have spent enough time on it!!!

Never mind, i decided to finish off the fitting of the fairing instead. It worked out a lot easier than i thought 
and within an hour it was sorted. Once fitted i set about putting a few decals on it to break up the green! Of 

course one of the decals had to be the original type "eddie lawson" #1 sticker.







Monday 18th September:

Well the paintwork finally came back!!!!!! It is green!!!!!!

I quickly got around to fitting the tap and badges to see what it will all look like. Excellent!

I also decided to paint the oil pump cover gold instead of black becaause Trev said it looked a bit gloomy now the bright 
green paintwork was on.

After putting some petrol in i was not suprised to see most of it on the floor!!! It would seem the fuel hose nipple was 
leaking. This is not uncommon but the strange thing is that it was ok before we stripped the bike, still it has to happen 

sometime!!. The problem is that a  new one is not available so we had to take it around to Fred next door for a solution. 
We ended up cutting a groove into it and fitting some o`rings. This did the job perfectly. Well done Fred!.

I also finished off the front calipers, fitting new pads along with all the new rubbers and pistons.

Now i have the front fender i can finally fit the front wheel and get the bike rolling. I cant wait to get it on the road to see 
what it goes like.















Wednesday 20th September:

I put the paintwork on and fired it up. It sounds really good. not as loud as i thought it would with the Kerker 
but still nice! Best news is that the carbs do not leak!!

The motor sounds ok and ticks over really well which suprised me considering that i just threw the Boyer 
ignition plate on with out timing it up. My best guess must have been really good!

I will set the timing precisely later.

Next problem is that the tacho does not work. It would seem that the needle is stuck!. Once again i am sure 
it worked before we stripped it?. Oh well, we have some recon units on the shelf so i will have to Fit one of 
those. The other problem i have encountered is that the front fender brace is touching the tyre. Originally it 
had a plastic fender that had been cut down. We threw this away and fitted a GPZ style one that we had in 
stock but because the front wheel is smaller than the GPZ one, (18 inch instead of 19 inch) it is touching. 
Another trip next door to Fred soon sorted that out when he got out his grinder!!! A few small removals of 

excess metal and all was well again.

 Good old Fred!!!!





Sunday 8th October:

Well. i took the bike home to give us some more room here at Z-power. While it was there i finished off bleeding the 
brakes and setting the carbs. All seems to be ok so if we sell it at Stafford it can be taken away on that weekend. I just 

need to test ride it now and do a final check over.







Sunday 15th October:

Well i took it for a quick spin up the road near where i live and was i impressed by the way it rode.

Sometimes when you do these specials, bringing together lots of parts that were not meant for each other, it can be a bit 
of a diaster, but this actually feels ok.

Even Trev thinks it looks ok now!!! I did remind him how he was very dubious at the start of this project but he said that 
was just to keep me interested and dedicated????

So when i told him what my next special project is going to be he was reluctant to make any rash comments!!!!

A very big bore Turbo 900!!!!! with upside down forks, rear mono shock  and a braced frame!

Trev was last seen hiding all the Z1 bits!!!!!!!!!

 

"The end??"

Hang on! theres more!!!!!

The bike went down a storm at the Stafford show, at one point we had 3 guys bidding on it in a price war!!!

It eventually got sold for £4500.




